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“Sky above me. Earth 
below me. Fire 

within me”1

____

It can be regarded that when consciousness first manifested
itself, it was the point in space-time that the Divine Source
was contemplating on His next experience, considering that
each  new  divine  cycle  sets  the  stage  and  prepares  the
cosmic forces for the next cosmic drama. As people create
goals and experiences to be lived in their lives, and as the
saying goes “as above so below”, so also does the Divine
Source plans the next goals and experiences He wants to
see before Him. In that same spirit, as each goal determines
the rules imposed upon the self  in order to communicate
and guarantee the achievement of those planned goals and
experiences, so the Divine Source embarks on the quest of
giving direction and communicating His Will to the cosmos
in order to guarantee the desired results. We recognize those
directions as Natural Laws.

Can those Laws be changed? Of course, the short answer is
No. Natural laws form part of the very fabric of creation

1 From the daily quotes of the Rose Croix



and  are  therefore  inseparable  from  it.  From  the  highest
beings  in  creation  to  the  lowest,  natural  laws  stays  the
same; albeit, they can be manifested differently depending
on the plane of existence. 

Nonetheless,  humor me for  a  little  longer for  what  I  am
about to discover.  You might even ask yourself where my
“chutzpah” came from to even think of such a blasphemous
thought.  If  it  is  of  any  consolation,  I  was  not  the  one
questioning the legitimacy of natural laws, but I was merely
a  servant  at  the  point  of  answering  a  question  that  my
vulgar  and  mortal  peasant  was  considering.  Then  my
consciousness has been elevated to a point that I have come
to grasp a reality far beyond my comprehension. It was that
aha! moment to say the least. This reality, once understood,
will render natural laws mutable from the point of view of
the Divine. Anathema! - I said silently in the chambers of
my  mind.  Then,  after  a  little  longer,  my  mind  became
receptive again. What I am about to convey to you, dear
reader, came to me in a “blinking of an eye”.

Our  whole  being  has  been  programmed  to  understand
reality in the context  of  the Divine Source’s immanency.
This is the reason, once we put our attention and devotion
to  understand  creation,  the  Divine  Intelligence  itself
becomes our teacher; therefore, marking the beginning of
the reintegration journey of the dear “Hermit”.

However,  the  Divine is  also transcendence.  Although the
Divine Consciousness is the highest in creation, the Divine
Itself is far beyond these limitations. That being said, when



the Divine decides to become an Immanent being – again,
the  triune  expression  of  consciousness  immediately
emanates, namely;

 Thought-Form;
 Feeling or Will-Force;
 and Substance.

Through Thought-Form, the Divine Intelligence directs His
Will-Force,  forming  within  Himself  the  new  goals  and
expressions He Wills. These ideas form the ‘new rules of
the game’ so to speak, and thus the natural laws needed to
direct,  govern,  mold  and  convey  to  creation  the  next
adventure, are emanated. We become - thus, once more, the
center  of  His  attention  –  literally  and  part  of  the  next
cosmic drama.

“Thou hast no right but to do thy Will. Do that and no other shall
say nay.“2

For the 
world you might 

be just an individual,
but for me, as one individual, 

you are the world.  We are One and 
the same. Written with love. Peace Profound.

2 The Book of the Law, Aleister Crowley, A Message to Master Therion, Liber II


